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Abstract 

The need for higher bandwidth and people's desire to be "always connected" have 

spurred a new era of silicon photonics. The traditional integrated electrical transmission 

lines have been an obstacle preventing ultra high speed communication. Using monolithic 

chips of integrated optoelectronic circuits from silicon provides an economic way to 

realize Tetra Byte/Second bandwidth in a variety of areas such as "fiber to the home" and 

the buses linking chips inside computer. 

The heart of such optoelectronics-silicon laser-is still in pursuit. One of the 

most promising approaches is the erbium doped silicon nanocrystals embedded in silica 

system. External photon or hot electrons injection excites the silicon nanocrystals, which 

then transfer their energies to nearby erbium ions to emit light at 1.55 f.!m wavelength 

range. 

In this thesis, we investigate the effects of cavity and electric field on energy 

transfer from Si nanocrystals (Si-ne's) to Er ions, and simulate material gain in such 

systems. Our results show that microcavity can enhance the Forster energy transfer and 

material gain, reducing the requirements for Si-ne pumping. The electric field will hinder 

the radiation decay of Si-ne, but we have to further explore the tunneling mechanism 

before concluding the overall effect of electric field. Some future work needs to be done, 

which will shine some light on the design of the silicon laser. 
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Chapter 1. 

Introduction 

1.1 Background for Silicon Photonics 

McMaster - ECE 

High speed communication is always what people desire [1][2]. For the flow of 

information, each component in the loop has to provide a broad band in order to achieve 

the fast performance when all comes to all. Since the invention of optical fiber and EDF A, 

the long-haul data transmission link advances to GHz regime. Experts in micro

electronics nowadays can build up computer chips with over one billion transistors per 

square centimeter in pursuit of Moore's Law. The multi-core processors are booming, too. 

Thus, the processing capacity is heading 14 GHz by 2009 [3]. However, the traditional 

integrated electrical transmission lines for connecting these nano-transistors to the other 

chips or the optical link has been a bottleneck. This has been a limiting factor in chip

speed performance not following up Moore's Law. 

The dielectric optical waveguide interconnect is an ideal replacement for the 

metallic interconnect, providing dense line packing and high frequency operation. 

Unfortunately, today, optical devices are bulky, assembled from discrete components, 

and mostly fabricated from expensive III-V compound semiconductors. Using monolithic 

chips of integrated optoelectronic circuits from silicon not only saves the cost of raw 

material, but also utilizes the VLSI fabrication infrastructure. It provides an economic 
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way to realize Tetra Byte/Second bandwidth in a variety of areas such as "fiber to the 

home" and the buses linking chips inside computer. 

The realization of monolithic Si photonics requires the development of four kinds 

of devices: a) light source and amplifier; b) modulator and optical switches; c) passive 

waveguides, including the guiding, coupling, splitting and combining of light; d) photo 

detector. The last three categories of components have been demonstrated in Si-based 

materials, but the heart of such optoelectronics-silicon laser-is still in pursuit. 

1.2 Si-Based Light Source 

fMilO"T 
Cc:lNO-X::llON BAND 

v'Al.F.NCl' llA."'I 

~ 1· l c..··,m~.::f 

C:::>IO'ptof(1 

Figure 1-1 Simplified energy diagram of Si with major recombination processes. "(1]. 

The in-direct bandgap of Si is the fundamental limitation for the light source. The 

electron-hole radiative recombination time is of the order of milliseconds, since it is a 
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second-order process (phonon involved). However, the nonradiative lifetime is 

nanosecond, giving the Si internal quantum efficiency of 1 in a million. Besides, Auger 

recombination and free carrier absorption, shown in Figure 1-1, also limit the use of Si as 

light source or amplifier. 

To overcome the natural limitation of Si, people explored several approaches, 

some of which are impressive: a) For bulk Si, people make it ultra-pure with careful 

surface passivation and texturing [4], or introduce implant-induced dislocation loops [5]. 

In these ways they eliminate non-radiative defects or decrease the free carrier diffusion 

length. b) SiGe alloy systems can be engineered to have more direct-like bandgap, 

enhancing the quantum efficiency (see for example, [6]). c) Use low-dimension material, 

e.g. porous Si or Si nanocrystals (Si-ne's) [7], to confine electron and hole with 

wavefunction overlap. d) Introduce impurity luminescence centers, such as rare-earth 

doping of Si-ne in silica [8]. e) Other approaches, including the continuous-wave silicon 

laser using stimulated Raman scattering [9], and the electrically driven InP and Si hybrid 

laser [1 0] released by Intel Corporation. 

1.3 Thesis Outline 

In this thesis, we focus on the erbium (Er) doped Si-ne embedded in Si02. We 

aim to theoretically investigate the effects of cavity and electric field on energy transfer 

from Si-ne's to Er ions, calculate the gain in such systems, hoping to shine some light on 

design of optical devices based on the results of these studies. 
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The outline is as follows. In Chapter 2, we will explore the general dipole theories 

of spontaneous decay and energy transfer between two particles using semi-classical 

approach. It shows that Green's function is a proper and convenient description for cavity 

effect on the energy transfer from Si-ne to Erion. In Chapter 3, we will first use a 

simplified energy transfer model to describe a metal microcavity. The primitive 

estimation will show that microcavity could lead to significant improvements, enhancing 

the Forster energy transfer and material gain while reducing the requirements of optical 

pumping. We will then discuss the numerical accurate simulation of Green's tensor in 

multilayer system. In Chapter 4, we will give a brief background for variational method 

and the bandgap properties of silicon. Based on that, we will calculate the electric field 

effect on the silicon transition energy and rate using a quantum dot model for Si-ne. 

There we study both the "quasi" -direct transition and the phonon-assisted transition. And 

finally, we will give the summary and plan for future work in Chapter 5. 

4 
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Chapter 2. 

Dipole Theories 

2.1 Spontaneous Decay 

2.1.1 Homogeneous Environment 

A widely accepted classical approach to deal with spontaneous decay is to 

consider a harmonically oscillating dipole [11]. Throughout the thesis, we assume time 

harmonic fields with an exp ( -imt) convention. In homogeneous environment, the 

equation of motion for an undriven harmonically oscillating dipole is 

(2.1) 

where fl(t) is the dipole moment. For a distribution of charges qn with coordinates rn 

and origin r0 , the dipole moment is defined by 

(2.2) 
n 

The natural frequency of the oscillator is m0 , and its decay rate is Yo. The lifetime r 0 is 

the time for which the energy decays to 1/e of its initial value at t = 0. 

(2.3) 

The intrinsic quantum yield qi is defined by 
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q = Yr 
1 

Yr + Ynr 
(2.4) 

where rr and Ynr are the radiative and non-radiative decay rates, respectively. For a 

dipole with charge q and mass m , the radiative decay rate can be expressed as 

(2.5) 

The total energy per unit solid angle dO. per unit frequency interval dm can be 

expressed as 

(2.6) 

where B is the azimuth coordinate in the spherical coordinates. The expression in the 

brackets determines the spectral shape, known as the Lorentzian lineshape function 

[Figure 2-1]. The width at half its maximum height is 11m= ro, called radiative linewidth. 

r~·---T---

0.5 -

OL-. __ -::--~.L_.- ·--'- ---
0 0 5 1 

_I __ 

1.5 

Figure 2-1 Lorentzian lineshape spectrum 
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2.1.2 Inhomogeneous Environment 

In an inhomogeneous environment, the dipole's own field emitted at a former 

time will come back to dipole's position after it has been scattered in the environment. 

This is called the secondary field Es (t) of the dipole, and is the driving force for the 

oscillating dipole. The equation of motion is 

(2.7) 

The solution is in the form 

(2.8) 

where r and OJ are the new decay rate and resonance frequency, respectively. After 

some evaluations, we obtain the modification of the normalized decay rate 

(2.9) 

The inhomogeneous environment will also induce a frequency shift 110J = OJ- OJ0 , written 

as 

(2.10) 

If we look at the Poynting's vector, the normalized rate of energy dissipation is 

P 67rf:0 1 { • ( )} - = 1 +--2 -3 Im Jlo•Es ro 
Po lllol k 

(2.11) 

where P denotes power. Comparing with Eq. (2.9), we get 
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(2.12) 

If internal quantum yield is equal to 1, we can get 

-=-
r P 

(2.13) 
Yo Po 

2.2 Energy Transfer between Two Particles 

Two particles, each having a set of discrete energy levels, are coupled if a) they 

are close to each other and b) their energy levels overlap. In this case, one particle 

pumped to its excited state may give up its energy, and decay to its ground state. The 

other particle accepts this transition energy, is pumped to the excited level, and then 

decays. We denote them as D (donor) and A (acceptor). [Figure 2-2] In our system of 

silicon nanocrystal (Si-ne) and erbium (Er) ion, Si-ne absorbs external energy (optical 

pumping or hot electron) much more efficiently than Er ion. If Si-ne is energy resonant 

withEr, energy will be transferred from Si-ne (donor) to Er (acceptor). 

Figure 2-2 The energy transfer from donor to acceptor. 
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There are two kinds of energy transfers. a) If these two particles are relatively far 

to each other, the donor decays and generate one photon. Then the photon travels to the 

site of acceptor, and gets absorbed. This process is very inefficient. [Figure 2-3 (a)] b) If 

two particles are spaced closely, the transition energy will be non-radiatively transferred 

to the acceptor. There is no photon involved, thus this process is fast and efficient. 

[Figure 2-3 (b)] We will confine ourselves to the second kind of energy transfer. 

-Erion 

(a) Si-ne and Erion are far from each other (>>1.5 J.lm) 

0 

Erion 

(b) Si-ne and Er ions are very close (<<1.5 J.lm) 

Figure 2-3 Si-ne and Er ions interaction 

We use the semi-classical framework to describe the energy transfer [11]. This is 

a self-consistent approach. It matches the empirical formula from experiments, and yet 

provides some freedom to play with different medium settings. It generates the same 

form of formulas with quantum electrodynamic theory, and is relatively easier to 

understand. 
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Assume the donor to be a dipole radiating at frequency w0 , and the acceptor to be 

an absorber at w0 • Both particles are embedded in a medium with refractive index n ( w) . 

The transition dipole moments of donor and acceptor are denoted as J.1 0 and J.1 A , 

respectively. The corresponding units are D 0 and D A. The positions of donor and 

acceptor are r0 and rA, respectively. R = rA -r0 is the vector from donor to acceptor, 

with the corresponding unit D R. This is shown in Figure 2-4. 

R 

I~ 
/ 

Figure 2-4 The system of two dipoles. 

We start from Eq. (2.12), which connects the quantum mechanical picture with 

the classical picture, written as 

(2.14) 

where y o~A is the energy transfer rate from donor to acceptor, and y0 is the donor's 

radiative decay rate in the absence of the acceptor in homogeneous medium. ~J~A is the 

10 
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donor's energy absorbed by the acceptor per unit time, and Po is the energy released from 

the donor per unit time in the absence of the acceptor. Po can be expressed as 

(2.15) 

which is the well known result for dipole in homogeneous medium. We are interested in 

the normalized transfer rate involving inhomogeneous environment and the donor, r D->A , 

Yo 

therefore we only need to calculate PD->A • 

PD->A can be written according to Poynting's theorem 

(2.16) 

where jA is the current density ofthe acceptor, and ED is the electric field generated by 

the donor. Here we adopt the dipole approximation 

(2.17) 

Thus Eq. (2.17) reduces to 

(2.18) 

Note that J1 A is not a permanent dipole moment, but it is a transition moment induced by 

the donor's field. In the linear regime we have 

(2.19) 

where a A is the acceptor's polarizability tensor. It can be expressed in terms ofthe 

absorption cross-section CY 
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(2.20) 

where (P) is the power absorbed by the acceptor averaged over all possible dipole 

orientations, and I is the incident intensity. Then we can get 

(2.21) 

The donor's field at the position of acceptor ED ( rA) can be expressed in terms of 

the Green's function G (in any medium, say, a microcavity) as 

(2.22) 

where Jl = JloJlr is the permeability. After some derivation we can get the normalized 

transferred power from donor to acceptor 

(2.23) 

where the function 

(2.24) 

and R = /R/ is the distance between donor and acceptor. 

Eq. (2.23) can be rewritten in terms of delta function as 

(2.25) 
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where o (OJ- OJ0 ) can be regarded as spectrum of donor emission. For real atoms or 

clusters, dipole emits over a range of frequencies. We use fD (OJ) to denote the donor's 

normalized emission spectrum in the medium 

(2.26) 

and generalize Eq. (2.25) to 

(2.27) 

There are several important points to note: 

a) In free space, at short distances, T (OJ) is constant and the transfer rate decays as 

1 I R6
• For intermediate distances, T (OJ) scales as R2

, and the transfer rate 

decays as 1 I R4
• For large distances, T (OJ) scales as R4

, and the transfer rate 

decays as 1 I R2
• The transfer rate decreases rapidly if the distance between donor 

and acceptor increases. We only consider Forster energy transfer rate in near field, 

where R < < 1 I k, k = 2Jrn (OJ) I A . In this case, the normalized transfer rate is 

proportional to 1 I R6
, and T (OJ) is normally denoted as K

2
, the orientation 

factor. Then the energy transfer can be expressed as 

PD-->A = [ R0 ]

6 

p R ' 
0 

(2.28) 

where R0 is a characteristic distance for a given system. 

13 
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b) The normalized transfer rate depends on the spectral overlap of the donor's 

emission spectrum fD and the acceptor's absorption cross-section. This is the 

energy resonant condition. 

c) In inhomogeneous environment, e.g. a microcavity, the donor's emission 

spectrum fD will be changed, and the weighting function T (OJ) will also 

change according to the Green function in this circumstance. To obtain the 

quantitively exact transfer rate, we have to calculate the Green function as the first 

step. From Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10), we can get the modified donor's emission 

spectrum / 0 . From Eqs. (2.14), (2.24) and (2.28), we can obtain the final transfer 

rate. 

In the biochemical area, people usually deal with molecules in solutions [12]. We 

can regard this as a homogeneous system. Inserting the free space Green's function into 

Eq. (2.24), we can get for the near field 

(2.29) 

K
2 has a value in the range of [0,4]. The relative orientation of donor and acceptor is 

often unknown; therefore the orientational average is adopted. 

(2.30) 

Also, they consider q; = 1 , and the energy transfer is in the form of 

r""""& ~ r """'' ( ~ J (2.31) 

14 
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This enhancement of Foster energy transfer rate leads to suppression of the donor 

transition, while efficiently increasing the acceptor emission. 

2.3 Summary 

In this chapter we analyze the theoretical expressions of spontaneous decay of a 

dipole, and further the Forster energy transfer rate between two dipoles. The formulas 

developed here are general, thus are the simulation starting points. We will use them to 

evaluate the microcavity effect and electric field effect on our Er doped Si-ne system. 

15 
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Chapter 3. 

Microcavity Effect on Energy Transfer 

3.1 Introduction 

A laser is based on three critical components (see, for example, [13]). First, we 

must have the active material which is able to generate and amplify light via stimulated 

emission of photons, called gain material. Second, an optical cavity provides the optical 

feedback to convert an amplifier into an oscillator. Third, a pumping mechanism excites 

the active material such that population inversion is achieved. 

There are a lot of optical cavities in practical design. Some of the typical ones are: 

a) Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity, formed by two simple mirrors at the ends. b) Bragg cavity, 

composed by two Bragg reflectors at the ends [14][15]. The fabrication is compatible 

with the semiconductor infrastructure, and well controlled. In our case, we can simply use 

4 or 5 pairs of Si and Si02 layers due to the strong index contrast. c) Slot waveguide, 

where light is strongly confined in the low-index material [16][17]. It gives rise to a 

strong electric field amplitude, thus the highly efficient interaction between fields and 

active materials. It also provides a possibility to the electrical pumping of our Er doped 

Si-ne system. d) Other cavities, e.g. micro-ring [17], photonic crystal [18]. 

In this chapter, we discuss the 1D optical cavity effect with optical pumping. 

16 
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3.2 Material Gain 

Pacifici et al. [19] conduct a detailed study of the optical properties for the Er

doped Si nanocrystals system. They present a phenomenological model using a set of 

coupled first order differential rate equations to describe the time evolution of the 

population for both the Si-ne and the Er related excited levels. In their model, they 

consider five energy levels for Er, and two energy levels for Si-ne. Not only the strong 

coupling between each Si-ne and the neighboring Er ions is accounted, the interactions 

between pairs of Er ions are also included, such as the concentration quenching effect and 

the cooperative up-conversion mechanism. They study the steady state and time resolved 

luminescence signals at both the 1.54 and 0.98 11m Er lines and at the Si-ne emission lines 

(around 0.8 11m). Their model fits well with experiments' results. 

We can use a simplified Er energy model including only three energy levels [20] 

if we neglect the high-order process, and note a) there is no photoluminescence (PL) line 

from energy levels higher than 980 nm observed, b) the exciton emission from Si-ne's 

generally overlaps the 980 nm absorption band, and c) energy transfer from Si-ne to Er 

can occur via the 4Iu12 energy level. The energy diagram for the Si-ne and Er system is 

shown in Figure 3-1. 

The parameters used are listed in Table 1 below. They are adapted from either 

experiments, or experimental fitting of simulation models. 

17 
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Figure 3-1 Energy transfer diagram for Si-ne and Er coupled system. 

Table 1 Parameters in rate equations [20]. 

Notation Physical Meaning Typical Value 

NT Er doping concentration 3e19 [cm-3
] 

nT Si-ne concentration 3e19 [cm-3
] 

(J'ab Si-ne excitation cross-section Se-17 [cm2
] 

(J'21 Signal emission cross-section 6e-20 [cm2
] 

(J'12 Signal absorption cross-section 6e-20 [cm2
] 

cp Si-ne I Er coupling 7e-16 [cm3s-1
] 

cs Free electron absorption 3e-19 [cm3s-1
] 

Tab Lifetime ( b ~ a) 2.5e-5 [s] 

r32 Lifetime ( 3 ~ 2 ) 2.4e-6 [s] 

r31 Lifetime ( 3 ~ 1 ) 7.le-4 [s] 

r2, Lifetime ( 2 ~ 1 ) 8.5e-3 [s] 
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We can get the rate equations written as below 

Si-ne: 

d rff 
nb = a-ab P n - .!!:2._ - C n N 
dt hvp a Tab P b I 

nT = na +nb 

Erion: 

dN3 = C n N - N3 - N3 
d p b I 

t T32 7 31 

dN2 N 3 N2 ( ) 1;ff --= ---- a-21N2 -a-12NI --CsnbN2 
dt r 32 r 21 hvs 

McMaster- ECE 

dN1 _ N2 N3 ( )J;ff 
- - -C pnbNI +-+-+ a-21N2 - a-12NI - + CsnbN2 
dt T21 r 31 hvs 

NT =NI +N2 +N3 (3.1) 

Here, h is Planck constant; N; ( i = 1, 2, 3) is the Er ion density on i -th energy level; na, nb 

are Si-ne densities on the ground and the excited state, respectively. r: is the effective 

pump intensity; vP is the pump frequency, which is set to be 488 nm. J;ff is the effective 

signal intensity, and v, is the signal frequency, around 1550 nm. 

At this stage we concentrate on the material gain of the Si-ne and Er system. Thus 

we can assume the signal intensity is very weak, 1:ff =:: 0. We solve the time-dependent 

Eq. (3 .1) until the density for each energy level reaches its steady state. The material gain 

g can be calculated by [19] 

(3.2) 

19 
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where CJ'e is the emission cross section oflevel 411312 , and { N2 - N1) is the total 

concentration of Er ions inverted in that level. A commonly used value CJ'e = 1 x 1 o-19 cm2 

is adopted here. 

The coupling coefficient between Si-ne and Erion CP is generally considered to 

be a constant in literatures. However, from our analysis in Chapter 2, we can see that CP 

is proportional to the energy transfer rate r D-->A • Therefore, C P will definitely change 

according to different optical environment or electric field. That is to say, we can apply 

different optical or electrical settings to manipulate material gain, which is something 

novel. If C P increases, there is a big probability that the material gain will increase, too. 

Starting from the material gain, we should be able to simulate the waveguide gain for a 

given structure, although it is more difficult to deal with the coupling between wave 

propagation and material gain. 

3.3 Simplified Model for Metal Microcavity 

For the sake of illustration, we consider a simplified model for the energy transfer 

rate, and the simplest microcavity formed by metal. 

Several authors dealt with the spontaneous emission rate in metal microcavity, 

and we follow the approach by Gunnar Bjork [21]. He considers the configuration in 

Figure 3-2, and only considers the case when the dipole moment is equally distributed in 

the x and y direction. The cavity is formed by a mirror with reflectivity R1 and R2 on the 
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left and right side. Assume the mirrors extend to infinity in the xy-plane, and are ideal 

and lossless. That is, the mirror reflectivity and the reflection phase are fixed at R and :rr, 

respectively, for all frequencies and angles of incidence. 

Mirror MiiTOT 

Figure 3-2 A planar cavity of length L. 

From Fermi's golden rule and the calculation of mode function inside the cavity, 

we can get the total emission rate. For simplicity we focus on the symmetric ( R1 = R2 = R) 

cavity, and put the dipole sheet at the center. Assume that the linewidth of the dipole 

matrix element is much narrower than the width of the cavity resonance, the total 

spontaneous emission rate r sp can be expressed by 

r, ~ 31.,,0 r dt (i-R)[i+
2
R-2v'Rcost][1+(-t )2] 

P 4 kL ( 1- R) + 4 R sin 2 t kL 
(3.3) 

where rspo is the total emission rate in homogeneous medium, k is the wave number, 

and L is the cavity length. In the single mode cavity, when R = 1, it can be written as 
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r . = 3r spa 21r [ 1 + (!!._)2

] 

sp 4kL kL 
(3.4) 

Now we can evaluate normalized emission rate r.~P /r spo as a function of the 

normalized cavity length L I A. for several metal cavities with R = 0.9, 0.95, 0.99, 1, 

shown in Figure 3-3. The trivial case of R = 0 (free space) is also plotted. 
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Figure 3-3 Spontaneous emission rate as a function of normalized cavity length. 

We can easily see from Figure 3-3 that for a 1D metal microcavity, the maximum 

enhancement of emission rate is 3, with the perfect conducting metal wall. For 2D or 3D 

microcavity, like Photonic Crystal, or micro-ring resonator, this enhancement can be 

much greater. 
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We adopt the energy transfer formula commonly used in chemistry or 

biochemistry [12]. The rate of Forster energy transfer between a single donor molecule 

and a single acceptor is given by 

(3.5) 

Where Y D is the donor transition rate, including the radiative decay rate r Dr and the 

nonradiative rate r Dn . We have r D = r Dr + r Dn . R is the distance between donor and 

acceptor, and R0 is the critical distance defined by 

(3.6) 

Where K is the Orientational factor, qiD = y Dr is the donor quantum yield, n is the 
YDr + rDn 

refractive index of the medium, N is Avogadro's number. Z is the overlap factor 

between the normalized emission spectrum of the donor JD ( v) and the molar absorption 

spectrum ofthe acceptor aA (v), given by 

(3.7) 

Now we only consider one size of Si-ne and the corresponding homogeneous 

broadening. The linewidth of its emission spectrum is very narrow. We adopt the value in 

Table 1, r ab = 2.5 x 10-5 s, and assume quantum yield is 1. The radiative decay rate is 

r Dr = 11 'ab = 4 X 104 s -I • Using the Lorentzian function for the lineshape, from the 

uncertainty principle, the linewidth of Si-ne is on the order of 1 o-s nm . The Er emission 
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cross section is shown in Figure 3-4.We can read the experimental data from [22], and fit 

them with four Gaussian functions. The linewidth of Er emission cross section is around 

20 nm, which is much broader than the emission linewidth of Si-ne. 

E.-3+ absorption cross-section spectra for the 980-nm band 

25,-----.-----~-x~-~----,---r==~========~ 
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Figure 3-4 Er ion absorption spectra for 980 nm band. 

Thus we make a reasonable assumption: the overlap integral Z will not change 

with cavity. The Si-ne radiative emission rate r~:w is enhanced by C times 

The nonradiative emission rate of Si-ne will not change with cavity, 

rnew- r 
Dn - Dn 

The total transition lifetime of Si-ne is given by 

new 1 1 r --------
ab - rnew - rnew + rnew 

D Dr Dn 
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Assume the coupling coefficient cz = 7 x 1 o-16 is the value for the case r Dr = 4 x 104 s -I 

and a specific distance r0 • The actual distance between donor and acceptor is R = dist * r0 • 

The modified coupling coefficient in cavity is: 

(3.11) 

and is given by 

cnew = c (-1 )6 

co 
P dist P 

(3.12) 

The quantum yield (QY) of Si-ne can vary from 0 to 1, and can be measured from 

experiment (see, for example, [23]). Here we keep the Si-ne radiative emission rate r Dn 

as a constant, and vary the QY. The material gain can be plotted as a function of pumping 

intensity. If we vary dist, the gain will change greatly, too. In the following figures, we 

use the lD ideal metal cavity, thus the amplification C = 3. 

Figure 3-5 shows the results for QY = 1. The cavity enhancement of the donor 

transition rate r D leads to a linear increase of the transfer rate Ytr , therefore the ratio 

between the emission intensities of the donor and the acceptor is hardly influenced. 

Namely, the energy-transfer and material gain cannot be increased through this setting. 

We can also obtain the material gain for QY = 0.5 (Figure 3-6) and 0.1 (Figure 

3-7). For QY = 0.1, the critical pumping intensity for gain is around 18 W/cm2 without 

cavity, and reduced to around 8 W/cm2 in our lD cavity. We can see that even for this 

simple lD metal cavity where light is loosely confined, the requirement of optical 

pumping to achieve gain is greatly reduced. 
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Figure 3-5 Material gain for metal cavity with QY=l. 
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Figure 3-6 Material gain for metal cavity with QY=O:S. 
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Figure 3-7 Material gain for metal cavity with QY=O.l. 

To drastically increase the rate of Forster energy transfer, we have to apply a 

strong confined cavity, such as slot waveguide or micro-ring. It can not only increase 

the donor transition rate by quantum electrodynamic effect, but also increase the critical 

distance R0 through the overlap integral with cavity effect. This enhancement will 

efficiently increase the acceptor emission, thus the material gain. 

3.4 Green's Function Simulation for Multilayer 

As we discussed in Chapter 2, Green' s function is the solution of the wave 

equation for a point source (dipole) . It is an old electrodynamic problem, but very tricky 
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to deal with [24][25]. We are going to discuss the Green's tensor G(r,r') in multilayer 

media [26]. 

The Green's tensor G(r,r') represents the electric field radiated at position r by 

three orthogonal dipoles located at r'. For an arbitrary scattering system with dielectric 

permittivity & ( r) and magnetic permeability Jl ( r) , G ( r, r ') is the solution of the 

vector wave equation with a point source given by 

Vx p-1 (r )VxG(r,r')-kgc(r )VxG(r,r') = p-1 (r)15(r,r') (3.13) 

where k0 = mj;;;p0 is the free space wave number. For a homogeneous medium with 

& 8 = &0&,, jl8 = f.l0f.l,, the solution is well known: 

(3.14) 

where R = IRI = lr-r'l, k8 = OJ~&8J18 is the background wave number. 

The multilayer medium is shown in Figure 3-8. We assume the layers are 

perpendicular to z-axis, and each layer extends to infinity in x and y directions, with &1 

and p1 • 

A convenient way to deal with multilayer structure is to use the Fourier 

transformation, and integrate in the k-domain. Eq. (3.14) is therefore 

(3.15) 
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Perform the integration over kz using calculus of residues, and we can obtain 

(3.16) 

substrate 

Figure 3-8 Multilayer system consisting ofN layers. [26] 

( )

1/ 2 
where k8z = k~ -k; -k~ is the z component ofthe wave vector, 

(3.17) 

If we add additional layers, we have to account in the upward and downward 

propagating waves. Based on the propagation direction k , we can introduce a new 

orthonormal coordinate system for z > z ' 
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(3.18) 

When z < Z 1
, we form another orthonormal system k.(-ksz}, i(-ksJ, m( -kBz}. For a 

given ks, the electric field parallel to i corresponds to s polarization, i.e. TE wave; the 

electric field parallel to m corresponds to p polarization, i.e. TM wave. Eq. (3.16) can 

be written as 

(3.19) 

For /-th layer, each component of Green's tensor can be expressed in terms of s-and p-

polarized upgoing and downgoing plane waves, with amplitude coefficients 

As Bs AP BP . l,aj]' /,a/3' /,a/3' l,a/3 · 

~ i 1 
GafJ (r,r 1

) = --2 J(R)+-2 Jfdkxdky exp{t[ kx (x-x 1)+ ky (y- Y1
)]}-

~ 8ff ~ 

{ [fa ( ±k,z) A/afJ exp ( ik1zz) +fa ( +k1z) Bi:afJ exp ( -ik1zz)] f/3 ( k1z ) 

+ [rna ( ±k,z) A[ap exp ( ik1zz) +rna ( +k,z) B[ap exp ( -ik1zz) J rn !3 ( k,z)} 

where the upper sign is for z > z 1 
, and the lower sign for z < z 1 

• The amplitude 

coefficients are derived from boundary conditions, and related to the source. The 

boundary conditions are the continuity equations at each interface from Maxwell's 

equations: 
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zx(G+ -G-)=o (3.21) 

z·(s+G+ -s_G-)=o (3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

where the superscript + denotes the quantities just above the interface, and - the 

quantities just below the interface. When z > z 1 
, no field is reflected from z = oo , thus 

BI,a/3 = 0 . We can iteratively calculate the amplitude ratio B1 I A1 till the source layer I 1 
• 

When z < z 1
, no field is reflected from z = -oo , thus AN,afJ = 0 . We can iteratively get 

A, I B1 for layers N -l, N- 2, ... ,! 1 
• 

In the source layer, we have to consider the source term 

for p-polarization. This determines the amplitude coefficients A1~,af3, B1~,af3, A{ap, B{ap in 

the source layer. Based on these source layer coefficients, we can use iteration to get the 

amplitude coefficients in every layer. Detailed formulations are referred to [26]. 

If we introduce the cylindrical coordinate system, Eq. (3.20) can be simplified 

further. The transverse coordinate p is given by 

p = (pcos¢,psin¢) = (x-x 1,y- J 1
) (3.25) 

and the transverse wave vector k P is 
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(3.26) 

The integration over k, results in the Bessel functions 

(3.27) 

Therefore, we only need to do numerical integration over the radial wave vector k P : 

G(r,r')=-~ o(R)+_!__ r dkP[t'(kP;r,r')+fP(kP;r,r')] 
k8 4Jr 

(3.28) 

where the integrand tensors fs and f P can be expressed in terms of A1~aJ3, B!,ap, A(ap, B(ap . 

The semi-infinite integral in Eq. (3.28) is the famous Sommerfeld integral. The 

integrand is typically in the form of 

This kind of integral has to be numerically calculated. However, two difficulties have to 

be solved. 

One difficulty is the singularities of f ( k P; r, r ') . Two types of singularities exist: 

branch point singularities and pole singularities. Branch point singularities are related to 

( )

1/2 
k1z = k/ - k~ in the integrand. The square root is double-valued, and the branch points 

appear at kP = ±kP±kN. We can use the radiation condition, i.e. force integrands to 

vanish when z ~ ±oo . Thus we force the imaginary part of k1z to be positive. 
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The pole singularities are related to guided modes in multilayer waveguide theory. 

For lossless media, the propagation vectors of the guided modes have to be smaller than 

the larges wavenumber oflayers, i.e. k1max = max1 Re(k1 ). For lossy media, Im( c)> 0, 

the branch and pole singularities are shifted to the first quadrant of the complex kP plane. 

To avoid pole singularities, one category of methods is to draw a semicircle 

around each singularity, and use the analytical value of the pole. This requires the exact 

determination of the pole locations. Here we follow the elliptical path integral approach, 

shown in Figure 3-9. We draw an elliptical path in the fourth quadrant, starting at kP = 0 

and with the major semiaxis k;aj and the minor semiaxis k;in. The elliptic should 

enclose all of the poles, thus we choose 2k;aj = k1max + ck0 , where k0 is the free space 

wave number as a safety margin, and 0 < c ~ 1 is an adjusting coefficient. For k;in, it can 

be chosen empirically to be k;in = 1 o-3 k;aj so that the path is far away from poles on the 

real axis, while not extending too much in negative imaginary kP direction. 

Figure 3-9 Contour deformation in complex kP plane. 
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For the Sommerfeld integral tail of k P beyond poles to infinity, the Bessel 

functions have big oscillations. One approach is the extrapolation method [27]. Here, we 

adopt another method. First, transform Bessel functions to Hankel functions 

(3.30) 

where H~1 ) ( k pP) is Hankel function of the first type, with the asymptotic behavior 

(3.31) 

The Hankel functions exponentially decay, providing the excellent convergence for 

integration. Figure 3-10 is the comparison of Bessel function along real axis and Hankel 

function along imaginary axis. Thus we can deflect the integration path from real axis to 

a path parallel to the imaginary axis. For the first term in Eq. (3.30), we assign the 

positive imaginary path, and for the second term, we assign the negative imaginary path. 

We use the Gauss-Kronrod quadrature to calculate the numerical integration for Bessel 

and Hankel functions. 

5 ------····-···-~--···--··--··--··--··--··---······,-····· ·········--···~---······--··· 
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Figure 3-10 Comparison of Bessel function along real axis 
and Hankel function along imaginary axis. 
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To test the accuracy of this method, we compare the Green' s tensor for 

homogeneous medium using integral approach described above with the analytical 

solution in Eq. (3.14). The result is shown in Figure 3-11. The two solutions match well. 

Now we test the 4-layer medium with &1 = 1, &2 = 2 , &3 = 10 , and &4 = 1. The 

emission wavelength is A =633 nm. Each layer has a thickness of 500 nm. We put the 

source at r' = (0, 0, 750 nm) , and observe the xx component of Green' s tensor for s-

polarization as a function of z at field points r = (p, ¢, z) = (A, rc I 4, z). Figure 3-12 

represents the x component of the electric field radiated by an x-oriented dipole. In the 

inner layers, the dipole excites standing waves. For s-polarization, the electric field is 

continuous across all the interfaces. 

.s 
X 
N 
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Green's tensor in homogeneous medium 
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Integral solution 

Analytical solution 
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Figure 3-11 Green's tensor in inhomogeneous medium. 
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Green's tensor in 4-layer media 
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Figure 3-12 Green's tensor in 4-layer media. 

3.5 Summary and Future work 

In this chapter we discuss the material gain modification for a metal cavity and a 

general multilayer system. We can see that even for lD cavity where light is loosely 

confined, the requirement of optical pumping is greatly reduced. 

There are still some critical numerical problems unsolved for Green's tensor 

calculation in multilayer systems. I shall continue on this subject and obtain a stable 

solver compatible to other structures, e.g. slot waveguide, or Bragg waveguide. 

After the exact calculation of Green's tensor, we shall apply the theory in Chapter 

2 to get the energy transfer rate, and further obtain the material gain. 
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Chapter 4. 

Silicon Nanocrystal in Electric Field 

4.1 Introduction 

The electrically-pumped silicon laser is what we desire. Up to now, the most 

promising approach is based on metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) structures withEr 

implanted in the thin gate oxide formed by Si-ne embedded in Si02. The hot electron 

transport through the gate oxide is attributed to Fowler-Nordheim tunneling [28][29]. 

Here we will not investigate tunneling effect for the time being. Instead, we will 

study the Si-ne in electric field using a quantum dot model. We will first look at the 

variational method and the band structure of silicon. Based on that, we will calculate the 

silicon transition energy and rate in electric field. We study both the "quasi"-direct 

transition and the phonon-assisted transition. 

4.2 Variational Method 

In quantum mechanics [30], the time-independent Schrodinger equation is 

Hlf/ =Elf/ (4.1) 

where H is the Hamiltonian, E is the eigenvalue, and If/ is the wave function. If we 

want to calculate the ground state energy Egs when Eq. (4.1) is hard to solve, we can get 
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an upper bound for Egs using the variational principle. Any normalized function If/ 

satisfies 

(4.2) 

Thus we can pick a trial function with some parameters, work out the expectation value 

of the Hamiltonian, and minimize it. In this way, we obtain the wavefunction and the 

corresponding energy. If the trial function is well chosen, the results can be very close to 

the actual ground state function and energy. We are going to use this method to deal with 

the quantum-confined Stark effect. 

4.3 Band Structure of Silicon 

Silicon is an indirect bandgap semiconductor material [31]. The band structure of 

Si is shown in Figure 4-1. The maximum of valance band is at r -point; the minimum of 

conduction band is along the rx (1,0,0) direction, located at k0 = 0.85(2lr I a), 

where a= 5.43 A is the lattice constant ofSi. 

Owing to the cubic symmetry of the band structure of Si, there are 6 minima of 

conduction band on the star of rx lines altogether (shown in Figure 4-2). The vicinities 

ofthe minima is named valleys, and Si has 6 valleys, centered at the points 

( k0 ,0,0) , (0, k0 ,0), (0,0, k0 ), ( -k0 ,0,0), (0, -k0 ,0), (0,0, -k0 ) 
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Figure 4-1 Band structure of Si. The energy unit is eV. [31] 

(a) 

k z 

(b) 

Figure 4-2 Iso-energy surfaces ofthe holes (a) and electrons (b). [31] 
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Without loss of generality, we select the valley centered at ( k0 ,0,0). If we put the 

origin at r point, the dispersion relation Ec (k) of this band is given by 

(4.3) 

where Eg = 1.12e V is the fundamental energy gap of Si, met = 0.92m0 is the effective 

longitudinal electron mass, and met = 0.19m0 is the effective transverse electron mass. 

m0 is the mass of electron. 

For hole in valence band, the dispersion relation is 

E (k)=-!!_(e+k2 +k2
) 

V 2 X y Z 
mh 

(4.4) 

where mh = 0.54m0 is the effective mass of the (heavy) hole. 

We adopt the nonparabolic approximation, and the kinetic energy 

(4.5) 

We can obtain the better expectation value of kinetic energy 

(4.6) 

For electron, ae = 0.2e V-1 
; for hole, ah = 0.5e V-1

• 

4.4 Wavefunction of Si-ne in Electric Field 

Suppose there is one Si-ne embedded in an amorphous Si02 matrix, and the 

system is placed in a strong electric field [32]. The barriers between bulk Si and SiOz are 
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around 3.2 eV and 4.5 eV for electrons and holes, respectively. The breakdown field of 

Si02 can be very large (around 10 MV /em), therefore it is possible to apply electric field 

up to 6 to 8 MV/cm. 

For simplicity, we treat Si-ne as a cubic quantum dot with infinite barrier heights. 

Suppose the cubic oriented along the (1 ,0,0) direction, and we apply electric field F also 

along (1 ,0,0) direction. Imagine ifthere is no electric field, the wave functions of electron 

and hole will center at the center of the cubic. After applying electric field, hole is pushed 

against the direction of the field, while electron is pushed along the field. In the following 

text, the subscript e is for electron in conduction band, and h for hole in valence band. 

Based on the well-known wavefunction of 1D infinite quantum well, we can write 

down the envelope wave functions in spatial domain 

where L is the cubic size, ae,h is the variational parameter, and be,h is the normalization 

factor 

r r r lf/;,h ( r) dxdydz = 1 

ae,h ( a;,hL2 + 4JZ"2 ) 

2JZ"
2 

( 1-exp{ -ae,hL)) 

(4.9) 

( 4.1 0) 

The degeneracy of the 6 valleys will be lifted by electric field to 2 groups. One 

group is the two valleys with ellipsoid major axes along the electric field, called lower 
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valleys. The other group is the left four valleys, called upper valleys. Since the minimum 

of Si conduction band is shifted by k0 in momentum space, it is more convenient to 

conduct our calculations in momentum space. Using Fourier transform 

(4.11) 

For hole, we obtain 

3 
exp( -ikxL) + exp( _ _!_ ahL) 

lf/h(kx,ky,kz)=L2(2:r)2bh 
2 

2 
4tr

2 + L2 ( ah - 2ikx) (4.12) 

1 + exp{ -ikYL) 1 + exp( -ikzL) 
• tr2 _ e L2 tr2 _ k2 L2 

y z 

For electron, 

3 
1 +exp( -ikxL _ _!_aeL) 

lf/k(kx,ky,kz)=L2(2:r)2be 
2 

2 
4tr

2 + L2 ( ae + 2ikx) (4.13) 

1 +exp{ -ikYL) 1 +exp( -ikzL) 
• tr2 _k2L2 tr2 -eL2 

y z 

Noticing the k0 shift, we get for lower valleys, 

(4.14) 

For upper valleys, without loss of generality, 

( 4.15) 

For electric field in the MV/cm range, the energy interval between lower and upper 

valleys is much larger than k8T, where k8 is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the 
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temperature. Thus for electron-hole pairs, the electron has a large probability to occupy 

the lower valley state, which we will focus on in the following discussions. 

4.5 Transition Energy 

Now we are ready to calculate the expectation values of the Hamiltonians for 

electron and hole. 

(4.16) 

For lower valleys, the kinetic energy is given by 

we can obtain 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

The potential energy of electron in the electric field can be expressed as 

(4.20) 

where e is the electron charge, F is the electric field, and x is the position operator. In 

momentum space, x = i ~ , and the potential becomes 
okx 
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After some evaluation, we get 
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Figure 4-3 Electron energy as a function of variational parameter. 

(4.22) 

In Figure 4-3, the energies of electron as a function of ae are shown, for the case 

L = 3 nm, F = 3 MV /em . The black solid line is the total electron energy from Eq. ( 4.16) . 

For hole, we can fo llow the same procedure 
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Figure 4-4 shows the energies of hole as a function of a" , for the case L = 3 run , 

F = 3 MV/cm. The black solid line is the total electron energy from Eq. (4.23). 

We can find the parameters ae and ah corresponding to the minimum energies of 

electron and hole Ee, E, , respectively. The minimum energies are approximately the 

ground state energies. 

Now we study the variation of transition energies for Si-ne' s with different cube 

sizes (from 1.5 run to 4.5 run) and in a range of electric field (from 0 to 7 MV /em). The 

variational parameters are shown in Figure 4-5 for electrons and Figure 4-6 for holes. 

~· 

Cube Size (nm) 
4.5 7 Electric Field (MV/cm) 

Figure 4-5 Variational parameters 
for electrons. · 

Figure 4-6 Variational parameters 
for holes. 

In our approximation, we can neglect the high order electron and hole interactions, 

and write the transition energy as 

(4.27) 

where Eg = 1.12e V is the principle energy gap of silicon. We get the transition energies 

shown in Figure 4-7. 
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Figure 4-7 Transition energy for different size of Si-ne's in electric field. 

We can see that when cube size is small, the transition energy becomes larger due 

to stronger confinement. If we apply stronger electric field, the transition energy will 

decrease correspondingly. For moderate electric fields, the energy shift is proportional to 

the square of electric field . This is the characteristic property for Stark effect, as predicted 

by the second order perturbation theory. When electric field becomes larger, or the cube 

size becomes greater, the energy gap disappears. We should use tunneling theory to 

model this range instead of the analysis here. 
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4.6 Transition Rate 

Silicon has indirect band structure. When it becomes a quantum dot, the wave 

functions of electron and hole are confined in a small spatial area. Their wave functions 

spread in momentum space and overlap, making "quasi-direct" transition possible. The 

more they overlap, the easier the direct transition will be. 

The direct transition rate is usually expressed by 

(4.28) 

where E0 is the transition energy, n is the refractive index of Si, h is Planck's constant, 

c is the light speed in free space, £ 0 is the permittivity in free space, and m0 is the 

electron mass. (fvs I p I ics) is the momentum matrix between the final state of valence 

band and the initial state of conduction band. In the effective mass approximation, it can 

be given by 

(4.29) 

where Pcv /2m0 = 4 eV is the bulk value. For lower valleys, after some evaluations, we 

can obtain 
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Figure 4-8 Radiation rate for direct transitions. 

The calculation result of the radiation rate for direct transitions as a function of 

cube size and electric field is shown in Figure 4-8. When the cube size reduces, electron 

and hole are better confined, such that the direct transition is made easier, i.e., with higher 

probability. The electric field splits the wave functions, thus when the field is strong, the 

transition is slow. Our figure matches the theoretical expectation. 

For indirect transition, i.e. phonon-assisted transition, we need to sum all possible 

momentum and polarization of phonon. For phonon with polarization A, we can write 

[33]: 
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( 4.31) 

where d8i is the atomic density of silicon, d8i = 5 x 1022 atoms/cm3 at T = 300K. 

Substituting the spatial domain wave functions into Eq. (4.31), we obtain 

(4.32) 

Each phonon mode gives a distinct channel for absorption or emission of light. Here the 

transverse optic (TO) mode dominates, and longitudinal optic (LO) mode plays a smaller 

role. Rm = 0.08, liwm = 57.5 meV; Rw = 0.012, liwm = 55.3 meV. 

At thermodynamic equilibrium, the occupation density of phonon modes n;. is 

given by Bose-Einstein statistics 

(4.33) 

For phonon absorption, the transition energy is given by 

(4.34) 

while for phonon emission, the transition energy is 

(4.35) 

The indirect transition rate can be expressed by 

(4.36) 

The calculated result of the radiation rate for phonon-assisted transitions as a 

function of cube size and electric field is shown in Figure 4-9. The trend is similar to 
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direct transitions. Comparing direct transitions with indirect ones, we find that when the 

cube size is smaller than 2.5 nm, the direct transitions play a greater role; otherwise, the 

phonon-assisted transitions play a greater role. 

The electric field will hinder the radiation decay of Si-ne, but we have to further 

explore the tunneling mechanism before concluding the overall effect of electric field. 

TO+LO PHONON-ASSISTED TRANSmONS 
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Figure 4-9 Radiation rate for phonon-assisted transitions. 
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Chapter 5. 

Summary and Future work 

The overall objectives of this study are the investigation of the effects of cavity 

and electric field on energy transfer between Si nanocrystals (Si-ne's) and Er ions, 

calculation of gain in such systems, and design of some optical devices based on the 

results of these studies. 

In this thesis, we are actually dealing with one pair of Si-ne and Erion. First, we 

give a brief introduction on silicon laser. In Chapter 2, we explore the dipole theories of 

spontaneous decay and energy transfer between two particles. It shows that for cavity 

effect on the energy transfer from Si-ne to Erion, Green's function plays a crucial part. In 

Chapter 3, we use a simplified energy transfer model to describe a metal microcavity, 

come out with some primitive estimation. This has shown that microcavity could lead to 

significant improvements, reducing the requirements for Si-ne pumping. After that, we 

discuss the numerical accurate evaluation of Green's tensor in multilayer system. In 

Chapter 4, starting from the bandgap properties of silicon, we apply variational method to 

calculate how electric field affects the silicon transition energy and rate. We study the 

"quasi" -direct transition and the phonon-assisted transition, both of which are hindered 

by electric field, but we have to further explore the tunneling mechanism before 

concluding the overall effect of electric field. 
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There is still a lot of future work to do. First, we have to establish a stable solver 

for Green' s tensor in multilayer system, and get the modified energy transfer rate and 

material gain in several different cavities. Second, we have to fmd the absorption 

spectrum modification of Er in electric field, and get the altered energy transfer rate and 

material gain for our pair of Si-ne and Er in electric field. Meanwhile, we have to 

investigate the tunneling mechanism, its effect on our system, and the stability and 

efficiency of electrical pumping. When these are done, we can explore the silicon laser 

settings involving both microcavity and electric field. Up to now, we are still confined in 

a single pair of Si-ne and Er. 

The next step is the collective effects. In reality, Er doped Si-ne samples contain a 

distribution of Si-ne' s randomly dispersed within Si02 matrix. The goal ofthis part ofthe 

research is to apply the developments in a single pair of Si-ne and Er to such cases. For 

this two major studies need to be done: 

1. Energy relaxation via Forster transfer: 

0 

0 

Oo 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 v 

Figure 5-l Random distribution of 
Si- nc's in Si02 matrix. 
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We consider a distribution of Si-ne' s in Si02 with given size distributions and 

densities (Figure 5-l ). The idea is to address the issue of how energies of optically or 

electrically pumped Si-ne ' s can transfer from smaller nc to larger nc (Figure 5-2). One 

direct implication of this study would be calculation of emission spectrum of the Si-ne 

sample when it is exposed to a laser field. 

2. Forster energy transfer in Er-doped Si-ne systems: 

Based on the above-mentioned studies, we can move forward to the calculation of 

gain in Er-doped Si-ne system including the realistic distribution of both Si-ne' s and Er 

ions (Figure 5-3). 

/ / 

• 0 • 0 • 

O · 0 • • 0 

0 • 0 • 0 • • 0 
0 v 

Figure 5-3 Random distribution of Si
ne's and Er. 

800 nm 

Si-ne Er 

Figure 5-4 Inhomogeneous 
broadening of Si-ne's. 

The distribution of Si-ne ' s provides the inhomogeneous broadening of states to 

each Er ions (Figure 5-4). We shall fmd the gain associated withEr ions and how the 

electric field influences this. 
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The above studies can be used for various device applications, including silicon 

based lasers and amplifiers. We have to simulate the actual structure designs along with 

the material properties. This should give us a design kit for silicon laser and amplifier. 
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